Magic, Romance & More: A Collection of Three Paranormal Romantic
Comedy Novellas

Magic, Romance & More is a collection of
three light paranormal romantic comedy
novellas including: Witch Weigh: Tessa
Von Hellengaard is a real witch. Magical
spells aside, shes snarky and selfish, and
the other witches in her silent spell coven
are fed up with her. Their plan to reform
Tessa involves taking away her magic,
saddling her with one hundred extra
pounds, and sending her to a weight loss
spa. For good measure they call in Liam
Kennedy, a charming and sexy fairy
godfather, to teach her some manners.
Desperate to regain her magic and
determined to shed the weight, Tessa soon
realizes that protecting her heart from Liam
will prove to be her greatest challenge.
Magic Wand Ranch: Fiona Cantrell is a
woman on a mission. More aptly put, shes
a Fairy Godmother on a mission. Her
dream of moving to London is about to
come true now that all that stands between
her and her new job is a few unpacked
suitcases. Or so she thinks until her old
boss shows up with one more little task for
her to complete before she leaves for
Europe. Her new assignment involves a
handsome cowboy named Cody, his two
rascally nephews, and a mountain of
laundry...all of which would be no problem
for any self-respecting Fairy Godmother.
While Fiona manages to handle the laundry
and the boys, she quickly learns that shes
not immune to Codys considerable charm.
It takes everything shes got to stay focused
on completing her task so she can head to
London. But when tragedy strikes, Fiona
realizes that it will take more magic than
she has to try to save a life and mend her
own broken heart.
Mermaid Inc.:
Adamantly opposed to commercial
whaling, Miranda happily trades her fin for
human legs when shes given the
opportunity to work as a maid for a man in
charge of public relations for a large
Japanese whaling firm. Miranda soon finds
out that she loves pedicures, favors bikinis
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over clamshells, and that shes a natural
disaster when it comes to human
housework. Theres so much about the
human world she doesnt understand. Why
does Justin Lockheed, her handsome boss,
make her heart race and her knees weak?
And just what is she supposed to do when
it comes time to choose between advancing
her cause and destroying his career?
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